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Random Video Chat Roulette � Joingy has a webcam roulette that randomly connects strangers to
chat online. Choose between our ‘Text Only’ or ‘Video Chat’ sections to start instantly! Chat With

Strangers. Once choosing an area, you are quickly matched with a random chat partner. Visitors show
up as ‘Strangers’ to each other, which ensures privacy and anonymity. Add Your Interests. Try the

optional ‘Interests’ feature by entering topics you’d like to talk about on Joingy. After adding a few, we’ll
try connecting people who have mutual interests. Joingy’s Free Sections. Learn more about our chat
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roulette. � Text Only. Talk to strangers 1-on-1 in the text-only area. Anyone wanting to only send
messages, join this section. Randomly pair with someone, then start an anonymous conversation! �

Video Chat. Meet strangers face-to-face in our webcam area. Before using video, you’ll need a mic and
cam. So enter the roulette chat now and see who’s online! Random Features. Discover a few options the
webcam section provides. Roulette Theme. Talk to endless amounts of strangers with random themed
chatting! Tab Notifications. Browser tabs visually alert users when new messages are received. Mobile
Devices. Easily access our video chat roulette on any smartphone or tablet. Global Users. See Joingy’s

total strangers online globally by scrolling to the top. Joingy! It’s Fast & Fun. Find out what makes our
roulette better. Most webcam chat rooms are usually plagued with common problems. Typically, this is a
lack of options, bad video quality, or other random things that ruin it. – Joingy seeks to fix these issues.

We work hard to give people the roulette experience everyone truly wants. Our text and video chat
sections have features that make them both easy and fun. Additionally, the platform is built with efficient

technology, so conversations always connect fast! Quickly Matches Partners Webcams Work On Mobile
Free to Talk & Use Our App Completely Anonymous Tons of Strangers Online Meet People at a Fast

Rate. Totally free, online chatting for everyone! It doesn’t matter if you’re a teen, adult, gay or just looking
to chat with singles. � Adult Chat. Joingy is full of strangers from all around the world! It’s likely you’ll

meet interesting and entertaining adults in our video chat rooms. However, we want to keep the site a
clean and family-friendly place. Most topics are fine to discuss. But please refrain from having

conversations that are sexual in nature. Some people may act inappropriately when given the freedom to
chat randomly online. Please be safe. And don’t hesitate to disconnect if someone is making you

uncomfortable. � Teen Chat. You’ll find that our website is a fun and anonymous way teens can safely
chat from the comfort of home. Use our interests option, then put in “Teenager” to enter a moderated

minor section. Take note, before using Joingy you must be at least 13. Also, if you’re under 18 it’s
required to have a parent’s permission. Do not ever provide any personal info on our chat roulette so you
stay anonymous and continue to be safe. ❤ Singles Chat. There are plenty of stories with couples who

found their significant others on the web. In fact, random chatting is a great way to meet singles online at
the most efficient speeds! For those looking to talk with no strings attached, open up our interests box.
Next, type “Single” in as a matching option. Remember, we’re not a dating site! Don’t take anything too

seriously and have fun when talking to others. � Gay Chat. Everyone is welcome on Joingy! We structure
the webcam roulette so it caters to people from all walks of life. Whether you’re straight, gay, lesbian, or
whatever – you’ll fit right in! To enter an “LGBT” section, add that into your interests. Alternatively, if you
want any specific topic, then choose it as a keyword. Join the text section for private 1-on-1 rooms, or

turn on a webcam and meet strangers in our random video chat! 
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